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Supporting the arts – and the artists – during the crisis

By Ed Forry

BOSTON IRISH PUBLISHER

This terrible pandemic has caused havoc in everyone’s lives. People don’t go to the office anymore. Children don’t go to school. Six months into the crisis, many small businesses remain closed and too many have gone forever.

Sunday Masses are populated by fewer and fewer folks, with social distancing the norm. At our church, every other pew is cordoned off and the faithful who can get there sit socially distanced, away from each other – brother from sister, parents from children, husband from wife. Persons of a certain age are advised by their pastor and church leadership that they have been dispensed from the obligation of Sunday Mass, and told to exercise an abundance of caution about whether they go to church or not.

One sector of society that has been devastated during the length of this siege is the field of arts and artists. With venues shuttered, musicians, dancers, singers, comedians, performers of all sorts – are left without an audience, a place to perform, and with no connected community of fellow artists to collaborate with. No theatre, no stage plays, no concerts, no venues, and, alas, no Irish seisiuns.

Some have found ways to sustain a virtual connection, with regular internet-connected productions over Zoom, Facebook, and the like. But because so many rely on the “gig economy,” performers are uniquely affected because, without regular employment as an anchor, they were not eligible for the special government unemployment checks that benefited other workers.

Given all that, Boston Irish has a unique opportunity to be helpful. We have expanded our coverage of the arts, featuring Sean Smith’s comprehensive reporting of the Irish and Celtic arts scene here in Boston and across New England. His in-depth coverage of performers and their art and his reviews of their recorded music is on display in each printed issue, and on our website, BostonIrish.com.

And with this autumn issue, we’re pleased to display an original painting by the wonderful Cork-born artist Vincent Crotty, whom we have commissioned to create cover pieces around the general theme of Boston in a time of social distancing. His first piece was published in our summer issue, depicting an Irish seisiun 2020-style: a group of individual performers, all gathered together electronically, making their own virtual connections.

Vincent lives with his wife, the dancer Kieran Jordan, in a home in Lower Mills. And in the backyard, he has developed his own studio where he works on his creative art in and day out. One morning recently, I spoke with him by phone, but he had little time to chat as he was about to do a one-hour yoga class, and later he would teach his own class in an artistic technique to a student he has not met personally.

Both events – his yoga and his art class – are virtual events carried out online. Since the pandemic settled in, Vincent the artist has had to become Vincent the technician, figuring out how to make Zoom video-casts work for him, one by one.

As the deadline for our issue approached, he told me his artwork would soon be completed. Early one Monday morning in mid-September, he went to Copley Square, set up his easel, and captured the scene that graces this issue. A careful view of the work will note that Vincent shows himself, in a nod to Norman Rockwell, all alone in the scene – the artist painting a portrait of a quiet, empty public square in the midst of a great pandemic.

He texted to me: “It’s dawn on Monday. Copley area. I’ll tweak it more today but maybe the changes will be small now. Thanks for everything Ed! I feel like Norman Rockwell, without the talent.”

We have to disagree on that point. Vincent is a great talent and we’re pleased to showcase his latest work on our cover.

By Robert P. Connolly

Special to the Reporter

During the years that I spent traveling to Northern Ireland writing about the bitter and violent Troubles and the peacemaking efforts aimed at bringing it all to an end, people would often theorize that time spent there must have been filled with angst and unease.

Wasn’t it scary to be in Northern Ireland? The short answer is no, although there is an episode that comes to mind.

The year was 1993, the place was Derry, and John Hume was at the wheel, conducting a breakneck tour of the city, showing an American reporter the places where US companies like Fruit of the Loom and Seagate were already operating, and sites that other firms should be eyeing.

Hurtling down bumpy streets in a very small car, we talked of how we would win but no one would lose, essentially emerged in the 1970s, and he voiced his ideas for the next 20-plus years. The core concepts never changed – he just needed everyone else to catch up.

One of the songs he liked to sing was the song of John. “I am a teacher,” he once noted, referring to the profession he entered after graduating from college. “You keep saying the same things over and over. Then you know you’re getting through when someone in a pub gives you back your own words.”

There’s something else to think of when you consider John Hume: Courage. As in incredible, raw courage.

Another time, another car, but the place is still Derry.

I had arrived a few minutes early for an interview, so I parked in front of his home and was chilled by what I saw: a simple house on a crowded, middle-class street – no gate, no guard, but big windows and the front door just footsteps away.

Given that this was the home of a man who views all of history as having antagonized paramilitaries on both sides of Northern Ireland’s sectarian divide, a man who often traveled on his own and almost always without security, the scene seemed horrifyingly dangerous.

Then I realized that beneath John Hume’s shy, school-teacher exterior there was an undercarriage of steel, and what he was saying was: Everyone knows what I think; here’s where I live; I am willing to risk it all for peace.

This man of courage and audacity delivered peace – at no small cost to himself, with the past 20 years being a time of physical and cognitive decline. Many people are alive today because of him. Northern Ireland has hope because of him.

In reflecting on his accomplishments, a Derry woman born the year after the Good Friday agreement was signed said that John Hume gave the young people of the North “a future we could look forward to.”

Isn’t that what he was always aiming to do? Wouldn’t those words make John Hume smile?

Robert Connolly is the writer and co-director of “The Road to Reconciliation,” a Northern Ireland-based documentary that aired nationally on public television.
If you could pick just one word to describe Ireland, what would it be? For me, the word would be “color!” We have all heard about the green fields of Ireland, but colors that run across this island country are so much more plentiful, and represent every hue in the rainbow and more.

FLOWERS
Ireland’s vast array of wild flowers features many colors, ranging from soft pastels of sea pinks and heather to vibrant red and pink fuchsia, bright yellow gorse and orange montbretia. And, of course, there are many shades in between from bright to subtle.

The island’s rocky Burren, for instance, is alive with flowers – if you look down between the rocks. Many of the flowers are classified as orchids and their colors are in sharp contrast to the dull, gray, rocky landscape.

Irish gardeners grow many varieties of colorful flowering plants, bushes, and trees in their yards and in their neighborhoods.

And, if flower colors aren’t enough to dazzle you, down on the Beara Peninsula, buildings are painted in spectacular colors that can vie with any flower anywhere.

Sheep, too, carry through the Irish color scheme, with farmers choosing and registering color choices and locations where the colorful marking will be located on the animal. The marking helps identify whose sheep are whose when they are free ranging on Ireland’s hills and in the valleys. I once saw sheep in Mayo marked with funky purple and orange! Quite a sight.

It’s hard to travel around Ireland and be down and depressed. If you are, the brightness of the landscape is sure to cheer you up. It’s a lovely place to spend time.

Travel is restricted these days due to Covid-19, but do plan to enjoy Ireland’s brilliant colors and award-winning hotels when we are all able to return.
The Irish community engages with Black Lives Matter

On June 19, the Rian Immigrant Center partnered with Boston Irish and Irish Network Boston to virtually host a vital community discussion on Black Lives Matter. The event was an opportunity for the Irish and Irish American community in Boston to engage and to reflect and explore ways to stand up and take an active role in dismantling systemic racism. We had a big response to this event, with over 200 people joining us. We received much feedback from attendees after the event, asking us to continue the conversation and to provide more tangible ways in which to instill this change at home, at work, and in the local community. Our organizations listened, and a follow up three-part webinar series was created!

This series focused on parenting, racism and anti-racism, advancing anti-racism in the workplace, and anti-racism work currently happening in Ireland. On Aug. 12, we kicked off the series with a session on Parenting, Racism, and Anti-Racism. We were joined by panelists Tanya Nixon-Silberg, Founder, Little Uprisings; Brian O’Donovan, WGBH; Bill Forry, Editor/Publisher, Boston Irish; and Dawn Morrissey, Executive Director, Irish Film Festival, Boston. The session was facilitated by Lea Vugic, the Director of Wellness Services at Rian Immigrant Center.

After a very open, honest, and constructive discussion about parenting, racism, white privilege, and the challenges faced everyday by BIPOC children, Tanya closed out the event by providing a framework for parents to talk to their children about racism/anti-racism and provided strategies on having these tough conversations.

On Sept. 10, we hosted the second event in the series which focused on Advancing Anti-Racism in the workplace. Once again, we were joined by an amazing group of panelists, Kathryn Horgan, Chief of Human Resources and Corporate Citizenship Officer, State Street Corporation; John Donohue, President and CEO, Arbella Insurance Group; John Clogan, Senior Project Manager, Irish Construction Network, Faithful+Gould; and Dr. Christal Morris, Founder, CLM and Associates. Nancy Joyce, US Head PDT Global, and Rian Board Member facilitated the session. During this session, our insightful panelists explored racial injustice in the US and provided concrete strategies and policies for promoting anti-racism in the workplace.

On Sept. 16, we wrapped up the series with a session on: Anti-Racism Work in Ireland. We were joined by panelists Lorraine Maher, Founder, IamIrish; Michaela Rafferty, Community Youth Worker, Belfast/London; and Shane O’Curry, Director, INAR (Irish Network Against Racism). The event was facilitated by Ryan McCollum, Advisory Board Member, Rian Immigrant Center.

Over 500 people joined us over this three-part webinar series. The Rian Immigrant Center, Boston Irish, and Irish Network Boston are committed to continuing anti-racism work and to engaging the Irish community in reflection and activism to disrupt racist policies. Thank you to all our wonderful panelists for taking the time to join and contribute to these vital and timely conversations, to all our individual event facilitators, and to our community for tuning in and engaging in this dialogue. If you missed these conversations, you can watch the recordings here: https://vimeo.com/user118230022

Q&A: What happens after you receive your green card?

Q. I have just been granted permanent resident status in the US. Can you give a summary of my rights and responsibilities regarding such issues as travel abroad, reentering the US, losing my green card, and registering for service in the armed forces?

A. With your permanent resident status (green card), you can live anywhere in the US and work legally anywhere in the US. You can petition US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) for green cards for your spouse and unmarried children. Generally, after four years and nine months (two years and nine months if your status is based on the fact that your spouse is a US citizen and you are still living in marital union with your spouse), you can apply to become a US citizen.

You can travel outside the US whenever you like. You must have your green card, along with a valid foreign passport, with you to present to US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) when you reenter the US. You should keep a record of the dates each time you leave and return (backed up if possible with travel documents such as airline tickets and boarding cards), and it is important always to reenter the US legally by using a CBP border checkpoint, including brief trips over the border to Canada and Mexico.

When you travel abroad you must be careful not to “abandon” your residence in the US. If you want to leave for more than 12 months, you must get a “reentry permit” from USCIS before you leave or CBP will presume that you have abandoned your status and may not readmit you. A reentry permit is granted at the discretion of USCIS for specific purposes, for example, going abroad to attend university, or going to your original home country to take care of an elderly or ill parent. Also, if you leave for more than six months but less than a year, you are not automatically presumed to have abandoned your US permanent residence, but you can face scrutiny on this issue from CBP when you return. It is important to consult with us at IIIC or with your immigration lawyer before taking a trip out of the US lasting more than six months.

Even if you have a green card, the immigration authorities can prevent you from reentering the US, or deport you if you are in this country if you are convicted of certain crimes. Certain offenses that may not seem very serious could be viewed as grounds for deportation, or they could keep you from being readmitted if you leave the US, or from obtaining US citizenship. If you are charged with a crime, it is essential that you consult an immigration lawyer as well as a lawyer specializing in criminal cases, as the law involving the consequences of criminal convictions on a person’s immigration status is extremely complex.

If you are a male at least 18 years old and under 26 at the time when you got your green card, your responsibilities include registering with Selective Service (even though there is no military conscription in effect in the US at this time). You do not register, you may be subject to criminal prosecution. If convicted, you could be deported. Failing to register may also prevent or delay you from becoming a US citizen. You can get the necessary form at any post office, or you can register online at sss.gov.

Your green card does not entitle you to vote in US elections or serve on juries – you must be a US citizen for that.

Rian attorneys are available to provide advice on any immigration matters. Our walk-in immigration clinics have been suspended due to COVID-19, but our attorneys are providing free immigration consultations over the phone and will be happy to speak with you. Please call 617-542-7654 to schedule a phone consultation.
The Rian Immigrant Center (formerly the Irish International Immigrant Center) presents the 2020 Global Solas Awards

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2020
6:30PM EASTERN TIME

REGISTER ONLINE: RIANCENTER.ORG
Register for free, donations are appreciated

Please join us for a special, global and virtual Solas Awards Celebration. From the comfort of your home, we invite you to come together to support immigrant families on the path to new beginnings. Honoring leaders who bring hope to our communities.

HONORING: Des Mac Intyre, Atsuko and Larry Fish, Ngozi Okoye & Iuventa 10
HOSTED BY: Honorable Linda Dorcena Forry and Brian O’Donovan

Rian Immigrant Center, 1 State St. Boston, MA 02458, 617-542-7654, riancenter.org
Boston Irish
Letter from Dublin
Irish Americans: Follow the light of Biden’s lantern out of the darkness

History says, Don’t hope
On this side of the grave,
But then, once in a lifetime
The longed-for tidal wave
Of justice can rise up
And hope and history rhyme

—Seamus Heaney

By Tim Kirk
Special to Boston Irish
DUBLIN – Joe Biden, the working-class kid from Scranton, PA, who traces his Irish family roots to counties Louth and Mayo, quoted Seamus Heaney and appealed to his fellow citizens to change course in his DNC acceptance speech. Prior to the speech, a moving video showed the former vice president helping a young man overcome his stutter by reading the poetry of Yeats aloud. These Irish poetic flourishes were played, and replayed, widely in Ireland as Joe laid out the case against Trump – “Trump has cloaked our country in darkness” and offered an alternative: “light, hope and love.”

“In a time of deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act.”
—George Orwell

Joe is a compassionate centrist, a leader whom Irish people can understand. Ireland is a nation born of rebellion, a war of independence, civil war, and partition, but since its founding, the main political parties (Fianna Fail and Fine Gael) have stayed in the center. Biden's record and vision are not as progressive as many Democrats would like, but he represents the real possibility of bringing the USA back into the community of nations. Doing so is not assured and will require winning Irish-American support, the perennial wild card in American politics that tipped the scales for JFK but also for Ronald Reagan. The appearance of Cardinal Timothy Dolan of New York at the RNC’s renomination of Donald Trump, whose cruel policy explicitly called for the separation of migrant children from their parents and incarceration, is a vivid illustration of the importance of Irish Catholics to both parties. The Irish in America have strong emotional ties to their ancestral Erin and should study Ireland’s recent history, position, and example.

Ireland is situated between two Anglo-Saxon democracies, the United Kingdom and the United States of America, and so has a unique perspective and insight into both. As their economic hegemonies waned in different eras, the UK and USA have responded in surprisingly similar, yet simultaneously, manners. Both have withdrawn from the world community, batted their responses to the pandemic, elected vain, pathologically dishonest leaders with studiously unkempt hair in the UK and studiously coiffed hair in the US, and stoked racial division to drive major electoral decisions. The political symmetry between the UK and the USA goes back farther and informs the present and future.

Now and Then – The US-UK connection highlighted many iterations. Two of the most notable ones: Donald Trump and Boris Johnson and Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher.

Let’s consider the current elected leaders of the UK and the USA, Boris Johnson and Donald Trump. In February 2016, after the date was set for the Brexit referendum, Boris Johnson wrote two opinion pieces for the Daily Telegraph, one a passionate defense of the EU for the “Remain” cause, and the other a scathing critique of the EU and a call to arms to leave the EU. He slept on it, published the “Leave” piece, and joined that campaign, shocking his Oxford classmate and rival, David Cameron who, as prime minister, had called the referendum.

The Party seeks power entirely for its own sake. We are not interested in the good of others; we are interested solely in power, pure power...We know that no one ever seizes power with the intention of relinquishing it. Power is not a means; it is an end.
—George Orwell, in “1984”

Born in Manhattan, Alexander Boris de Pfeffel Johnson spent his post-Oxford career writing lazily researched and often entirely made up pieces from Brussels for the Daily Telegraph’s British audience that eagerly consumed his Euroskeptic articles comparing EU regulations – like restricting the use of toxic preservatives in prawn chips– as attacks on British sovereignty equal to the Nazi blitz. Liking packaging requirements for frozen fish to the battles of Hastings, Agincourt, Waterloo, Trafalgar, and Dunkirk was all in fun and his readership lapped it up. Everyone knew he was lying about both the facts and the major concepts, but he delivered it with the pithy accent, the occasionally drole quip, and a punchable smirk that only an Eton and Oxford “red-trousers fellow” can master. It was all a joke over a few jars. Johnson lies so often about big and small issues, they are no longer a news story. His position on EU membership has changed many times over many years and it is accepted that he has no ideology other than the pursuit of power. His capacity for “Doublethink” is rivaled only by Trump.

The serial mendacity of the twice-married, failed casino developer, and reality TV host, Donald Trump is known to all. His ability to attack women of color, insult Elizabeth Warren with a racial slur, pardon Susan B. Anthony, praise and demean women, even within the same speech or sentence, is astonishing in its multiple layers of contradiction. After four years of his lies and 7 months of pandemic and economic collapse, the American people are either nauseated or mesmerized, left deeply disoriented and confused.

“It was miraculous. It was almost no trick at all, he saw, to turn vice into virtue and slander into truth, impotence into atrocity, arrogance into humility, plunder into philanthropy, thievery into honor, blasphemy into wisdom, brutality into patriotism, and sadism into justice. Anybody could do it; it required no brains at all. It merely required no character.”
—Joseph Heller, in “Catch 22”

The similarity between the two once-dominant republics that trumpet “British Exceptionalism” to the east and “American Exceptionalism” to the west is easier to see from Ireland. Inside the USA, America feels like Britain’s antithesis, but stuck between them, the parallels are obvious to the Irish.

The similarity is not confined to the current leadership. Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan, Tony Blair and Bill Clinton, David Cameron and Barack Obama all share striking parallels. Busting the unions, confronting the Russians, loosen financial regulations, and projecting a bellicose image internationally were similar platforms for Thatcher and Reagan. Blair and Clinton were center left politicians who both crafted a “third way” – governing internationally were similar platforms for Thatcher and Reagan. Blair and Clinton were center left politicians who both crafted a “third way” – governing from the middle. Cameron and Obama were young, stylish policy wonks from their respective countries’ elite universities with young families. They looked like reformers, but reinforced neoliberal economic policies that doubled down on capitalist orthodoxy.

The most tragic resemblance is the one between Boris and Donald and it is not just the goofy hairstyles. They are invertebrate and unrepentant liars who seek power for power’s sake. Boris Johnson’s convincing win even after the Brexit calamity does not bode well for November in the USA.

In the 1870s, the British Empire had 23 percent of the world’s population as subjects, 24 percent of the planet’s land mass, and 38 percent of the global GDP. The UK now accounts for 2.2 percent of global GDP, and 12 percent of EU GDP. It is a rump state that no longer ‘rules the waves’ or ‘waves the rules.’ With three of its remaining four provinces (Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland) considering leaving the United Kingdom to remain in the EU, the United Kingdom looks shakier than ever. Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland need look no farther than the island of Ireland to decide whether being in the EU would be better than the UK. At the time of the sectarian partition of Ireland 100 years ago, per capita income in Northern Ireland was twice that of the Republic of Ireland. Now the per capita income in the Republic is twice that of the North, according to the economist David McWilliams. Same people, same island. The only difference is that Northern Ireland has stayed under the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom.

The EU did not want Britain to leave the EU. Brexit is like a broken arm that needs medical care. If it were the only issue in 2020, it would likely have the EU’s undivided attention and would give the UK more leverage to negotiate a trade deal closer to what the British want by the Dec. 31 deadline. But the EU has “d’autres chats à fouetter” (“other cats to whip,” i.e., “bigger fish to fry”). The pandemic, economic crisis and climate change, are like multiple organ failure. The “broken arm” is serious, but it can wait. Any hard bargain leverage Britain thought it had, has been swept aside by the pandemic.

In a similar way, America’s economy is still huge, but it is no longer hegemonic.

(Continued on page 20)
Without its pubs, Ireland is a very different place

By Larry Donnelly

Special to Boston Irish

WICKLOW, Ireland – There have been a lot of strange sights in Ireland since the outbreak of Covid-19. In the early days of March, April, and May, perhaps the most outstanding one was school-aged children running around on the streets on weekday mornings. And their parents, many of whom were desperately trying to do their jobs from home, spent too much time chasing them forlornly and shouting “social distance!”

I was among the defeated soldiers and was positively delighted to leave my seven-year-old son, Larry Óg, at the school gate a couple of weeks ago. He was less pleased. For all sorts of reasons, I and other parents pray the schools can stay open.

Another particularly odd vista has been the darkened pubs throughout urban and rural Ireland. Until the 29th of June, all venues with licenses to sell alcohol and food on the premises were locked up tight. From that date onward, restaurants and pubs that offered food were allowed to open and to sell alcohol, so long as a meal costing at least 9 euro was purchased, social distancing measures were strictly implemented, and patrons stayed in situ for no longer than 105 minutes.

Here in Wicklow Town, which is something of a microcosm of small-to mid-sized towns in Ireland, two gastro-pubs, The Brass Fox and The Bridge Tavern, re-opened in late June. Local residents who can afford to do so, as well as visitors from other parts of the country, have made a concerted effort to support these important businesses. Yet their trade has been down appreciably from what they would ordinarily expect.

Meanwhile, those of us who are members of Wicklow Golf Club have been able to enjoy food and drink in the comfort and safety of the clubhouse with stunning views from a cliff top above the Irish Sea. In the past three months, the horrible term “wet pub” – rated by Irish people as one of the most annoying new expressions to emerge from the current period of crisis, together with what they regard as an awful Americanism: “staycation” – has been applied to pubs.

This man with the cap is from a different era, what about this scene is something of a microcosm of small-to mid-sized towns in Ireland, two gastro-pubs, The Brass Fox and The Bridge Tavern, re-opened in late June. Local residents who can afford to do so, as well as visitors from other parts of the country, have made a concerted effort to support these important businesses. Yet their trade has been down appreciably from what they would ordinarily expect. Meanwhile, those of us who are members of Wicklow Golf Club have been able to enjoy food and drink in the comfort and safety of the clubhouse with stunning views from a cliff top above the Irish Sea. In the past three months, the horrible term “wet pub” – rated by Irish people as one of the most annoying new expressions to emerge from the current period of crisis, together with what they regard as an awful Americanism: “staycation” – has been applied to pubs.

His is a cogent point and is amplified by the financial struggles faced by those who own or work at small, often rural pubs that have been forbidden from operating since mid-March. It has been disheartening every time to pass by my own local pub in Wicklow, Fitzpatrick’s, and read the unchanged sign in the window: “Closed from 7 PM on 15th March.” But in response, expert officials repeatedly assert that the virus loves alcohol and how it lowers peoples’ inhibitions when it comes to social distancing. They overlook the vital function that the pub continues to play in Irish society. As one of the most annoying new expressions to emerge from the current period of crisis, the “staycation” term “staycation” – has been applied to pubs.

His is a cogent point and is amplified by the financial struggles faced by those who own or work at small, often rural pubs that have been forbidden from operating since mid-March. It has been disheartening every time to pass by my own local pub in Wicklow, Fitzpatrick’s, and read the unchanged sign in the window: “Closed from 7 PM on 15th March.” But in response, expert officials repeatedly assert that the virus loves alcohol and how it lowers peoples’ inhibitions when it comes to social distancing. They overlook the vital function that the pub continues to play in Irish society. As one of the most annoying new expressions to emerge from the current period of crisis, the “staycation” term “staycation” – has been applied to pubs.

An independent Kerry TD, Michael Healy-Rae, put the question starkly to the government: “What is the difference between a person inside a public house with a pint of Guinness in this hand and a cheese sandwich in that hand, and a person inside another pub with a pint of Guinness and no cheese sandwich?”

The photo portrayed an undeniable truth about Irish pubs, however. As Fergus McGinn said subsequently about his eponymous establishment tuck in the relatively quiet Woodquay section of bustling Galway City: “Most of our customers here would be retired. Men of that generation used pubs for socializing. It’s not like now when people use their phones to socialize. Take that away and what are they left with?” Precious little, I’m afraid, is the answer. And it’s not older men alone who would be bereft.

Here’s hoping that as many Irish pubs weather this brutal storm as possible. I am a big fan of going to the pub. And I know plenty of people back in Boston – both those who love their pints and others who aren’t especially interested in drinking – who agree completely. For most of them, invariably entertaining visits to welcoming watering holes are a cherished aspect of their trips to Ireland.

Coronavirus has had countless devastating consequences. To be fair, hastening the decline of Irish pub culture is far from the worst of them. But it’s still sad to see it go.

Larry Donnelly, a Boston born attorney, has lived in Ireland since 2001 and is a Law Lecturer at the National University of Ireland, Galway. He is also a regular media contributor on politics, current affairs and law in Ireland and the US. Follow him on Twitter: @LarryPDonnelly.
Trump’s accelerating assault on democracy

We have not wasted much ink in this space detailing the day-to-day outrages, deprivations, and lies of the Trump administration over the last 44 months. Such an exercise would leave precious little room for the steady diet of local coverage to which our readers are accustomed.

But lest anyone labor under any misapprehension: This unhinged presidency is loathsome to us in every way. It must be brought to an end by the power of our votes.

Each minute of this sustained national nightmare that is the Trump presidency has brought further descent into lunacy, criminality, and misinformation.

Now, as the campaign season lurches toward its climactic fall chapter, the Trump-Pence strategy is clear: Stoke discord and ferment violence on the streets of American cities and, in a desperate flail, appeal to the “common good.” They said this week that they had not let loose a barrage of bullets at unarmed protesters.

Not since the aftermath of the bloody neo-Nazi riot in Charlottesville had the Republican nominee for president come so close to inciting and justifying white supremacist vigilantism.

Pay heed and listen up: a cautionary tale

Once upon a time there was a far distant land where people enjoyed periods of relative strife and harmony. For the most part, the citizens were able to adapt to the variables so much a part of a diverse country. They were aware that a small percentage of flawed human beings required a stability that could only be achieved through understanding, restraint and compromise.

Progress was slow, but things seemed to be moving steadily forward despite the fits and starts normally associated with the complex and often divergent demands of ideologues and understanding the “common good.” They recognized the need for an ordered society because only then could progress be assured. Power had to be ceded to government and other institutions formed to promote the critical balancing of competing interests.

The entire structure depended upon the good will of citizens; their capacity to disagree, debate, and compromise without rancour. Absent shared common values of truth, compassion, understanding, fairness, and humility, the structure would atrophy and eventually collapse. Instead of shared responsibility, the “common good” was no longer a goal. Partisanship undermined trust, understanding, respect, and accommodation. Governing became uninteresting, “full of sound and fury signifying nothing.” The country slipped from authoritarianism into anarchy and eventually collapsed.

History shows how empires have self-destructed. It has happened again and again.

James W. Dolan

James W. Dolan is a retired Dorchester District Court judge who now practices law.

Trump’s accelerating assault on democracy

Our republic — throughout the land. What bitter harvest will their wickedness reap come November?

Last week, the Trump-Pence ticket shamelessly misused the White House and other federal property to stage the Republican convention under the “common law” of federal law. And yet, on went the show, as even left-wing media — eager to appear even-handed in their coverage — aired the proceedings with only passing references to the abuse of power.

This week has brought even more grotesque behavior. The president’s well-documented affinity for white nationalist killers was once again torch-lit by a teen vigilante. Kyle Rittenhouse, charged by Wisconsin authorities with murdering two men and grievously wounding a third on the streets of Kenosha last weekend amid protests set off by yet another police shooting of an unarmed Black man.

In his patented double-speak, Trump on Monday seemed to defend Rittenhouse’s actions as self-defense, suggesting the AR-15 wielding, 17-year-old “probably would have been killed” had he not let loose a barrage of bullets at unarmed protesters.

Neil, Keating warn UK on Brexit moves

Amid reports that Boris Johnson’s government might invalidate last year’s agreement for a “no-border” Brexit deal, US Reps. Richard Neal and William Keating joined two other colleagues in a stern message to Johnson on Sept. 15 that prompted a Tweet from Democratic presidential nominee Joe Biden the next day. 16.

“We can’t allow the Good Friday Agreement that brought peace to Northern Ireland to become a casualty of Brexit,” wrote Biden. “We need to preserve the ‘common law’ of Northern Ireland protocol of the [Brexit] agreement.”

An Ireland “divided by a hard border risks inflaming old tensions that very much still linger today,” they wrote.

Johnson has suggested that his government might override parts of the Brexit deal as it negotiates a settlement with the EU that is supposed to be resolved by Oct. 15. British Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab visited Washington in September for meetings with Congressional leaders, including House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, to “assert that the UK will not secure a much-sought-after trade deal with the United States — which would require congressional approval — if it undermines the peace accord.

Raab insisted the U.K. has an “absolute” commitment to the Good Friday Agreement. He described Britain’s planned law as “precautionary” and recognized the need for an agreement with the United Kingdom if the [UK] fails to preserve the gains of the Good Friday Agreement and broader peace process.”

They continued: “... we therefore urge you to abandon any and all legally questionable and unfair efforts to flout the Northern Ireland protocol of the [Brexit] agreement.”

The letter from Neal and Keating was co-signed by Rep. Eliot Engel, a Democrat who chairs the House Foreign Relations Committee, and by Peter T. King, a Republican from New York. In it, they warn that Congress “will not support any free trade agreement between the United States and the United Kingdom if it undermines the peace accord and prevents the return of a hard border. Period.”

Meanwhile, yesterday in Massachusetts, still in the midst of a disruptive and deadly pandemic, people exercised their civic duty in strong numbers. Whether casting ballots in person — as my family did, with no hardship, in Lower Mills — or sending it along through the mail, the voting was done with great confidence that our sacred right, our franchise, is fully intact.

We have a president who intends to undermine that right. We must not let him succeed.  — Bill Forry

© 2020 The Boston Irish

Pay heed and listen up: a cautionary tale

“common good” was no longer a goal. Partisanship prevailed and the fundamental underpinnings of democracy eroded. Respect, integrity, restraint, and decency were replaced by acrimony, distrust, and recrimination. There was unrest in the land and the resident of neighboring countries wondered what had gone wrong. It’s one thing to recognize human weakness by building safeguards to management. But embraced it at your peril.

In the end, a once prosperous and stable country turned on itself. Anger, suspicion, and bitterness undermined trust, understanding, respect, and accommodation. Governing became uninteresting, “full of sound and fury signifying nothing.” The country slipped from authoritarianism into anarchy and eventually collapsed. History shows how empires withered and bared. The lone and level sands stretch far away.

Percy Bysshe Shelley

James W. Dolan

James W. Dolan is a retired Dorchester District Court judge who now practices law.
Once-busy executive cooks up his dream: His own restaurant

By Ed Forry

Mike Sheehan found himself in a quandary a few years back. As he approached his 60th year, still able-bodied and holding a resume packed with major-league accomplishments, he was unemployed and at sixes and sevens as to what to do next. Not used to that experience, he says, his goal was never to stop working, but instead to find a new challenge in his work life.

A Weymouth native, he had filled out that resume by moving around more than a bit: A semester at Annapolis, then jobs as: a nightside reporter at the Patriot Ledger in Quincy, a dayside worker at a small ad agency, then the head position at one of Boston’s leading ad agencies, Hill Holliday, where he spent ten years, before signing on for a time as CEO of The Boston Globe; his last stop on the job train until now.

Over those years, he found time to help out as a board member with non-profits, including Catholic Charities, American Repertory Theater, and his alma mater Thayer Academy.

To top that portfolio? Well, the peripatetic Mr. Sheehan had this lifelong dream: Building and operating his own restaurant in his hometown of Norwell. He had a theory for the case: In a town with no active go-to center, there was no close-by place to go out for a good meal.

Why don’t I take care of that problem?

So that’s what he did. Despite no restaurant experience, and the economic and health safety issues brought on by the pandemic, Sheehan went full speed ahead, and in June opened Cheever Tavern, a contemporary American restaurant at 33 West Street in the center of Norwell.

“Tavern, a contemporary American restaurant at 33 West Street in the center of Norwell...”

“When I got here in 2006, I read the master plan of the town and it mentioned the importance of creating a town center. So I read that as kind of interesting. I grew up in Weymouth. I lived in Hingham. But I love Norwell because it’s more of a rural town.”

“I moved here in 2006 a month before my oldest daughter was born. One thing that struck me about the town was the lack of restaurants, and the lack of a real ‘downtown area.’ There was a town center, but [it was described] as a place you drive through, you don’t drive to. So you tend to go from Hanover from Route 53 to Scituate on 123 and you might stop at the general store and there’s an Irish pub, but other than that, you stopped to get gas. But it isn’t a town center.

“And then one night I walked into a tavern, a bar, it was kind of dark and I remember walking out and I was thinking to myself, this would be a great place for a restaurant someday. And so that was probably 2008. Then I had my second child in 2008 and was busy with that kind of busy work. And so it was a concept, but I could visualize clearly in my head what I wanted this to be. It was a crystal clear vision.

“Around 2013, I finished up my 10 years at Hill, so then I did the Globe thing for three years, which was a lot of fun, you know, it was a good challenge. And then I started doing more consulting work, which kind of leaves some time to think of other things. And I kept driving by the site and saying to myself, ‘I want to do this.’

“I know nothing about restaurants. I am a Dunkin Donuts franchisee in Vermont, but that’s a different thing. I don’t really know restaurants, so it would be a great learning experience. And I know to my core that there’s a market need for restaurant in this location.

“When the bar at the site closed, the property owner, Paul Gallagher, reached out to Sheehan. ‘Paul called me up and said, ‘The grill is going to be leaving. And I know you’ve talked about this. Come down and take a look.’ And it was a pretty grim site. The demo had taken place but I knew it was going to take a lot to get it back to, you know, match my vision.”

“Hought advice from friends with restaurant and food service expertise, among them Mike Conlon, Steve Coyle, Joe O’Donnell, and his old Hill Holliday friend and mentor Jack Connors.

“Think the single best piece of advice that I got came from Jack Connors, who owns the Marshside down in Dennis. He called and said, ‘You have been in thousands of restaurants in your life. You know what a good restaurant is. Just trust your instincts and make it what you would like.’

“So Sheehan struck a deal with Gallagher, and hired architect Robert Stansell. “Robert’s with Emporium design, which does a lot of New York restaurants. He grew up in Cohasset, lives in Hingham. And so he knows this area, and he absolutely got my vision. And Nicole Carroll did the interior design, and we just put a team together that, I got to tell you, was really, really good. And they went beyond my expectations of what I thought the place was going to look and feel like.”

“Cheever Tavern is named for Pulitzer prize winner John Cheever, one of America’s premier authors of the 20th century. Cheever was born in Quincy, and he attended Thayer Academy. His first published short story, ‘Expelled,’ was based on his experience at Thayer. He passed away on June 18, 1982. His funeral was held across the street at the First Parish Unitarian Church, with his eulogy delivered by John Updike. He is buried next to his parents, a few feet from the front door of Cheever Tavern.”

“Mike Sheehan’s new Cheever Tavern features a 44-seat outdoor patio with a fire pit that’s “booked two weeks out,” he says. Below: Caitlyn Healy (server), Pulitzer Prize winner and Globe columnist Tom Farragher, and Caroline Healy (hostess). Cheever Tavern photos...”

“Cheever Tavern is the only one who has taken advantage of it. It is the first restaurant that I got to name names. Some items are after my father (Papa’s Lobster Roll), my daughter (Catherine’s Pappardelle Bolognese) and my son (Michael’s Fish and Chips.) And, you know, it’s kind of fun to do something where you can control it.”

“It was pointed out to him that although he’s been a CEO or top manager in his previous jobs, owning and operating this restaurant is the first time he’s worked for himself. He thought about that for a few moments, then said:

“Yeah, you’re right. You know it’s a different kind of responsibility. It’s funny ... but there is an extra, it’s a healthy burden, but a burden that comes with the fact that you can’t look up and blame anyone when something goes wrong.”
FLORIAN
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In time, Douglass would often be referred to, sometime by himself, as the “Black O’Connell.” Dr. Kinealy notes: “However, the real significance of this phrase is what it reveals about Douglass’s appeal for black people to take responsibility for their own liberation.”

Frederick Douglass and Daniel O’Connell meet briefly in Ireland – an account

By Peter F. Stevens
Boston Irish Staff

The brief meeting was one of titans. One was a Black abolitionist and escaped slave on the rise, the other an aging, legendary statesman dubbed Ireland’s “Liberator.” A mythic description of the moment that Frederick Douglass and Daniel O’Connell crossed paths in Dublin would sprout up; however, the encounter proved to be hardly as dramatic as admirers of both men would have it. Still, the impact of that moment was profound for Douglass, shaping in several key ways his determination to remove the shackles of slavery in the United States.

In 1818, Frederick Augustus Douglass was born a slave in Maryland in 1818, his father a white man. He would only see his mother a handful of times. Douglass was also that rarity of the Antebellum South, illegally taught to read and write by his owner’s wife.

Perhaps fittingly, it was a local pair of Irish laborers who planted the idea of escaping to the North in the young slave. He did just that at the age of 20, knowing full well he could be seized by slave-catchers at any point and dragged back south. A gifted speaker and writer, he soon garnered widespread attention and acclaim by abolitionists for his eloquent jeremiads about the inhumanity of every ilk. O’Connell was world-renowned as an ardent foe of slavery, poverty, and humanity of every ilk. His name was Daniel O’Connell.

Perhaps fittingly, it was a local pair of Irish laborers who planted the idea of escaping to the North in the young slave. He did just that at the age of 20, knowing full well he could be seized by slave-catchers at any point and dragged back south. A gifted speaker and writer, he soon garnered widespread attention and acclaim by abolitionists for his eloquent jeremiads about the inhumanity of every ilk. Douglass was also that rarity of the Antebellum South, illegally taught to read and write by his owner’s wife.

In any Hollywood script, a memorable, highly charged meeting between the young lion of abolition and the old lion of human rights would have to unfold. After all, O’Connell had organized mass protests of Ireland’s impoverished Catholic masses into “monster” rallies that had struck terror in Britain’s Parliament. The architect of “Catholic Emancipation,” he had also played a pivotal role in finally ending slavery in the British Empire and was still futily fighting for Repeal of the Union between Britain and Ireland. His spellbinding speeches were virtually unrivaled by any other statesmen of the century.

In 1845, to meet with abolitionists in Ireland and landed on Aug. 31, Douglass published his autobiography for the first time, a work that captured the essence of his life and times. As the eminent historian and author Dr. Christine Kinealy notes in her expert studies of O’Connell and Douglass, the relief in the fugitive slave’s own words upon his arrival in Ireland was palpable: “I am now safe in old Ireland, in the beautiful city of Dublin.”

The well-known abolitionist Richard Webb, hoping to publish Douglass’s autobiography for an Irish readership, persuaded him to remain longer in the city than he had planned. Douglass made a splash in the city, the newspapers and locals captivated by his striking appearance and eloquence. There was at the time another noted orator in the city who was world-renowned as an ardent foe of slavery, poverty, and humanity of every ilk. His name was Daniel O’Connell.

In any Hollywood script, a memorable, highly charged meeting between the young lion of abolition and the old lion of human rights would have to unfold. After all, O’Connell had organized mass protests of Ireland’s impoverished Catholic masses into “monster” rallies that had struck terror in Britain’s Parliament. The architect of “Catholic Emancipation,” he had also played a pivotal role in finally ending slavery in the British Empire and was still futilely fighting for Repeal of the Union between Britain and Ireland. His spellbinding speeches were virtually unrivaled by any other statesmen of the century.

In any Hollywood script, a memorable, highly charged meeting between the young lion of abolition and the old lion of human rights would have to unfold. After all, O’Connell had organized mass protests of Ireland’s impoverished Catholic masses into “monster” rallies that had struck terror in Britain’s Parliament. The architect of “Catholic Emancipation,” he had also played a pivotal role in finally ending slavery in the British Empire and was still futilely fighting for Repeal of the Union between Britain and Ireland. His spellbinding speeches were virtually unrivaled by any other statesmen of the century.

In any Hollywood script, a memorable, highly charged meeting between the young lion of abolition and the old lion of human rights would have to unfold. After all, O’Connell had organized mass protests of Ireland’s impoverished Catholic masses into “monster” rallies that had struck terror in Britain’s Parliament. The architect of “Catholic Emancipation,” he had also played a pivotal role in finally ending slavery in the British Empire and was still futilely fighting for Repeal of the Union between Britain and Ireland. His spellbinding speeches were virtually unrivaled by any other statesmen of the century.
Cara Dillon and Sam Lakeman succumb to the lure of art with ‘Live at Cooper Hall’ concert film

By Sean Smith
For Boston Irish

The concert film that Irish singer Cara Dillon and her husband and musical partner Sam Lakeman debuted online on Aug. 13 represented more than the culmination of a project. It was catharsis.

Like many, Dillon and Lakeman have endured frustrations and setbacks resulting from the Covid-19 lockdown: in their case, having to stop work on a new album and drop plans for a tour of the US — including a possible long-awaited return to the Boston area.

But the pandemic presented more compelling concerns for the couple as well, like the safety of their three children and the health risks for Dillon herself, who has Type 1 diabetes.

So, Dillon, Lakeman, and their kids hunkered down in their home, located in Frome, Somerset, UK, and largely put music aside. This is no easy thing to do when, as a duo, you’ve put out seven albums — although they’re credited to Dillon, Lakeman has played an integral part as accompanist (on guitar and piano), arranger, and producer — and, in Dillon’s case, received numerous honors and award nominations from BBC Radio 2 and others.

Human nature being what it is, the couple could not long withstand the itch to create, and when offered the use of Cooper Hall — a performance and exhibition venue located on the grounds of an old manor in Frome where the pair recorded their 2017 album “Wanderer” — they jumped at the chance to recreate a concert event. The result is “Live at Cooper Hall,” a 72-minute film featuring 14 songs culled from two decades of the Dillon-Lakeman partnership. The film can be accessed via Dillon’s website, caradillon.uk.co, for free; viewers have the option to make a donation.

Interviewed the day after the film was made available via YouTube and Facebook, Dillon and Lakeman were heartened at the response: no fewer than 3,000 viewers for the premiere from start to finish, more than 150,000 views on Facebook alone in less than 24 hours from almost 90 countries. But metrics couldn’t measure the elation the couple, Ann and Francie Brolly – Francie in Dillon’s case, received numerous honors — and award nominations from the couple.

Dillon has long championed the song tradition of Northern Ireland, Derry in particular, and “Live from Cooper Hall” reflects this, with selections like “Streets of Derry,” “Blackwater Side,” “Banks of the Foyle” and “Faughan Side.” Setting the tone for the film right at the start is “I Am a Youth That Is Inclined to Ramble,” published in Sam Henry’s foundational collection of Northern Irish traditional songs and ballads and famously arranged and popularized by Paul Brady. An immigrant’s farewell to his lover, “Youth” has a melody that soars stratospherically mid-verse, lyrics equally passionate and gracious, and Dillon imbues it with a perfect gradation of drama, quietly supported by the pensive, steady presence of Lakeman’s piano.

“Such a powerful song — it really does take you places,” said Dillon. “I see the whole story in my head so clearly. And it has a whole new meaning to me now, because I haven’t been able to go home, to Derry, for six months. So when I was singing it, and some of the other songs from Derry, I was getting quite emotional: I used to sing it and think, ‘Well, I’ll be going to Derry in a few weeks,’ now you get the idea of how it feels to not be able to go back home.”

Dillon gives a reflective, spacious feel to “Faughan Side,” with Lakeman’s light, delicate guitar backing; it’s another farewell song, but more low-key and nostalgic. “I used to hear this song back in my hometown of Dungiven from a couple, Ann and Francie Brolly — Francie died in February so it has a very personal association for me,” she said.

Songs about leaving, and longing for home, are a major component of Dillon’s repertoire — and are complemented by Lakeman’s empathic piano style — so no surprise they would be featured in this context. But the duo go in for up-tempo, upbeat stuff, too, as Dillon shows her adeptness at singing in Gaelic with “Eirigh Suis a Stóirín (Rise Up My Darling)” and at the end of the song, some considerable skill on whistle, as she plays the slide “Dinny Delaney’s” to Lakeman’s pulsating guitar.

Their songwriting abilities come to the fore with their braiding joint composition “Bold Jamie” (Lakeman’s syncopated, mutated strokes on guitar ratchet up the story’s suspense), and Dillon’s tender “The Leaving Song,” inspired by her mother’s recollections of “loving wakes” — send-offs for friends or family members bound for faraway places from which they were unlikely to return.

In an age where immigration has become a politically charged subject, Dillon said, it can be easy to lose sight of how wrenching the act of uprooting and leaving one’s home can be, and the impact on those left behind. “The Leaving Song” is an attempt to convey this, drawing on the vast subset of Irish tradition — and traditions around the world.

“The story never changes, does it?” she said. “Human nature never changes. We’re always going to want to sing songs about home, immigration, unrequited

(Continued on page 16)
Anadama releases full-length album that offers a lot more than “stickers and koozies’

By Sean Smith
For Boston Irish

There are bands that can hardly wait to make an album. The ink is barely dry on their business cards, the official website is freshly uploaded; they’ve only just worked out a practice schedule, and they’re already making the rounds of recording studios to start laying down tracks.

Then there’s Anadama.


“After more than 10 years together,” the band proclaimed, “Anadama is pleased to finally offer more than stickers and koozies to our dear fans.”

There are understandable reasons why. “We took Amelia Mason (fiddle), Emily Troll (accordion, fiddle) and Bethany Waickman (guitar) so long to work out a practice schedule, and then the whole business of settling into work and life. It also has to do with Anadama’s focus on the contra dance scene, that uniquely New England social dance tradition with Anglo-Celtic roots for which Greater Boston has been a generations-long mainstay.

“The skills it takes to play for contra dances are different than the skills it takes to record an album,” explains Mason, the trio’s Boston representative.

“You don’t need an album to get contra dance gigs, so we never really devoted a lot of time to preparing for one – and because of work and other things going on, we only have so many opportunities to get together.”

But for more than a decade, the three have made the most of those opportunities, and over the past year were finally able to get themselves into a studio and record 10 tracks.

“We’re a very committed band,” says Waickman, who along with Troll resides in Portland, Me., “but on a part-time basis.”

Contra indications

Much like Irish, Scottish, and Cape Breton music and dance, contra dance has its own distinctive community in Greater Boston and Scottish as well as Cape Breton and others in the Canadian Maritimes, Quebecois, old-timey and Appalachian. And like those traditions, the music has over time integrated fresh influences and innovations: incorporating contemporary written tunes; broadening the scope of music traditions to include, among others, Scandinavian, French/Breton, even klezmer; grouping tunes in medleys; and creating arrangements that add varieties of tone and intensity. (Recent years also have seen the rise of “cross over contra,” utilizing hip-hop, techno and other modern forms of music.)

On “Way Back When,” Anadama’s sound reflects these various changes in contra dance music but also pays homage to the tradition, mixing “classic” contra tunes with those of a more recent vintage (including their own compositions). There are also nods to musicians who have been leading figures in the contra dance scene, some of whom have been personal mentors to the trio’s members. Mason’s versatile fiddling, equally proficient with Irish jigs, French bourrees, Cape Breton reels as well as homegrown New England tunes, is supported by Waickman’s percussive, enthralling guitar strums that drive the melody without running it over; Troll’s masterful piano-accordion is the connective tissue, capable of taking the lead, harmonizing with Mason, supplying rhythm, or holding a few notes to add some texture.

The power in this combination, and the wonderful polyglot nature of contra dance music, is evident on such tracks as the pairing of reels “Flying Home to Shelley” – a solid part of the contra dance canon written by Paul Gitlitz of Washington state – and “Exile of Erin,” a D-mixolydian corker composed by Tony Sullivan, an Irish banjo player from England. Another medley brings together a traditional Irish reel, “The Coalminer,” “Salvation,” written by Scotsman Simon Bradley, and the venerable “Brenda Stubbert’s” by Cape Breton fiddle legend (and Brockton native) Jerry Holland.

Not everything is blazingly up-tempo. There’s the bewitching “Dream Waltz,” by Cliff Stapleton, a member of the inimitable Anglo-French ensemble Blowzabella; “Da Lounge Bar,” a laid-back jig composed by Norwegian hardanger fiddler player Anlaug Børsheim; and a gorgeous pair of French tunes, “Le Canal en Octobre” and “En Flandres,” by accordionist Frédéric Paris.

The New England contra dance pedigree is manifested in “The Fading Light” by Keith Murphy (more about him later), the middle of a particularly well-crafted jig medley flanked by a namesake piece by Irish flutist Michael McGoldrick and a classic Irish trad number, “The High Part of the Road.” And the album’s last track is perhaps the most quintessentially New England of them all, encompassing “Master of the Dance” by western Massachusetts musician David Kaynor and “Kennedy’s Reel” by the late New Hampshire pianist/accordionist Bob McQuillen – an enduring and much-loved figure in the contra dance scene – as well as “Moneymusk,” an archetypal contra dance if ever there was one.

It bears mentioning that Anadama offers its own contribution to contra dance music on “Way Back When,” by Troll, who grew up in Wakefield, “and I love that.”

That love came early for Anadama’s members, who all grew up in families with a strong interest in folk music and dance, including contra. Mason’s grand-uncle, Dudley Laufman, is a National Heritage Fellowship-winning caller and musician whose involvement in New England contra goes back seven decades; her mother (Laufman’s niece), fiddler Cathy Mason, played with Laufman during the contra dance resurgence of the 1970s and 80s. “There was no pressure to play fiddle or folk music,” says Mason, “but it’s not surprising that’s what I did, since I was surrounded by it.”

Troll’s parents introduced her to contra dance when she was a youngster (“I immediately became more fanatic than either of them,” she says), and also involved her in music improvisation workshops, which proved foundational. She, along with Mason, were part of a young group of musicians and dancers – now well into adulthood – that energized Greater Boston’s folk and traditional music scene during the late 20th and early 21st century.

Waickman, who grew up near Saranac Lake in upstate New York, had siblings as well parents to make music with – and in a big house and home-school environment to boot – and the family became a band playing for contra and English country dances as well as performing concerts.

Another common denominator for Anadama is the influence of folk music camps, which provide an instant community to encourage and inspire one’s musical development. A music teacher of Waickman’s co-founded one, “I remember going to a dance camp, and all the other registrants were kids whose parents were folk music camp members, that proved to be the beginning of Anadama.”

“It’s like any festival, or any experi- (Continued on page 14)
RIP, Joe Forry, the Music Man

By Ed Forry

How do I begin to tell you about our family’s loss last month? When my brother Joe succumbed to the cancer that had overtaken him once the spring, it was the end of a glorious life story that began right here in Dorchester.

Joe Forry was born Aug. 4, 1938 at St Margaret’s Hospital. He was my parents’ fourth child and in many ways the gem of his family. He went to grammar school at St. Gregory’s in Lower Mills where the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur taught him how to play the piano. Joe mastered the keyboard as World War II raged in the world outside the school on Dorchester Avenue.

I joined the family on his sixth birthday and soon began a cherished, lifelong friendship with this wonderful guy. While still in grammar school, he sang and played the piano at St. Greg’s Christmas pageants. By the time he was playing gigs at places like the Beachcomber on Wollaston Beach and he was the lead tenor in the glee club. Joe was gifted, a trained singer who could croon like Eddie Fisher and sing opera like Enrico Caruso. As a pianist, he could pick up any tune by ear and accompany even the most discordant songsters at those mid-century versions of today’s karaoke.

At home in the long ago, the Forry family gathered regularly around the old upright in the front hall and sang our hearts out, accompanied by Joe’s dazzling piano playing. “Heart of My Heart,” “Those Wedding Bells,” “If You Knew Susie,” “Mick McGilligan’s Ball,” and on and on. That was the soundtrack of our family home day in, day out.

But beyond the melodies, Joe was a reader, a thinker, a gentle and faith-filled man. Most of all, he was a romantic. After Boston College, he chose a career in public service, and on his very first day at work in the US State Department’s New York passport office, he met his love of his life, Lois Rizoli, also on her first day on the job in their new careers. She told me she remembers that their first date was on Valentine’s Day 1962. He took her to “My Fair Lady” on Broadway.

Joe spent ten years in the diplomatic corps, serving as vice consul at American embassies in London, Norway, and Trinidad and Tobago. When diplomatic nomenclature turned stuffy, Joe would find a piano and sit down to play, eventually luring the guests from their chit chat to gather around for a good old-fashioned sing-a-long.

Joe and Lois settled in McLean, VA and raised two daughters, Mria (cq) and Elizabeth. After the State Department, he held jobs in the Energy and Army departments, but those were just ways to meet the mortgage and help pay the bills. His music was his passion, and he soon became the featured cocktail pianist at several popular night spots in suburban Virginia. Later, they relocated to Gainesville, GA to be near their daughters and six grandchildren.

Recently, when they found a new home in a nearby assisted living community, Joe negotiated a deal to give his grand piano to the complex on the condition that he could play it whenever he wanted. Management installed it just outside the dining area, and it gave regular performances for a growing number of residents, who became his latest fans.

I was privileged to be among his first fans, and to consider him my alter ego, really my best friend for all these many years.

Anadama releases full-length album that offers a lot more than “stickers and koozies”

(Continued from page 13)

ence with community where you spend a lot of time,” says Mason of Pinewoods.

“While still in grammar school, you work a lot, but when you have free time, there’s not a lot you can do – you’re in the woods, and back then there was no Netflix. So you stay up late, you find a place to get together, get a little crazy and just play music.”

Mason and Troll were familiar enough with each other’s musicality, but playing with Waickman was a revelation – enough so that, according to Troll, at the end of the summer Mason exclaimed, “I’m going into this band. I’m playing fiddle, and Bethany’s going to play guitar, and I want you to play accordion.”

Faves and raves

One dynamic of any band how it integrates the assorted musical influences and backgrounds – especially one that plays contra dance music, with its embrace of multiple traditions and styles. Just to follow the Irish music thread through Anadama, for example, makes for some interesting cross stitches. Mason briefly took lessons from the great Donegal fiddler Tommy Peoples while he lived in the Boston area; she doesn’t regard him as a key influence, but is grateful to have had the opportunity. Troll evinces an admiration for Irish fiddlers like Martin Hayes and Caoimhín O’Raghallaigh, and the work of Solas, while also praising Boston/New England Irish musicians like Heather Cole-Mullen, Owen Marshall, and Max Newman. Waickman has an ongoing Irish indulgence as a member of the trio Fódhla along with Boston-area fiddler Eilley Klein and Portland flute player Nicole Rabata.

The now-defunct Vermont trio Nightingale – fiddler Becky Tracy; guitarist/mandolinist/pianist/foot percussionist Keith Murphy; accordionist/pianist Jeremey McLane – has been a chief wellspring of inspiration for Anadama, individually and collectively. Nightingale, which formed while Mason, Troll, and Waickman were around elementary-school age, brought a performative quality to contra dance music, incorporating a sophisticated approach to arrangements while maintaining a self-described “obsession with rhythmic integrity.”

Anadama displays similar attributes – including instrumentation, obviously, but also the awareness of how this combination of instruments can be deployed creatively while maintaining the pulse so integral to the dance. There also is the individual respect Anadama’s members have for those of Nightingale. Troll, for example, has long appreciated McLane’s expression and presence: “When I first played with Anadama, every fiber of his being is in that music, being given to the audience,” she says. “I aspire to play with such hearts and guts.”

For Waickman, Murphy was not just teacher and mentor, but the spark for her to start playing guitar in the first place. Hearing Murphy and Tracy (who are spouses as well as musical partners) in concert, she was intrigued by Murphy’s use of DADGAD tuning and his propulsive strumming. After exploring the basics on her own, she took lessons from Murphy and gained a deeper insight into his distinctive DADGAD tuning innovations in contra dance, though, says Waickman, citing the final track of the album as being ‘trendy,’” says Waickman, offering a lot more than “stickers and koozies.”

And yet there’s so much subtlety that can be built into that basic principle.”

However much it may reflect the innovations in contra dance, though, Anadama feels perfectly comfortable staying close to the roots.

“We’ve never been worried about being ‘trendy,’” says Waickman, citing the final track of the album as an indication of the band’s mindset. “That New England set is information for old-school, but it’s not far off from what we sound like.”

“I think we’ve been pretty consistent in terms of what we play and how we play it,” Waickman says. “We have an assured aesthetic, we have similar if not exact tastes, and that’s why we’re still together.”

The contra dance scene is, like most everything in the universe, on hold for the foreseeable future. How quickly it will rebound, and what it might look like once that happens, is a matter of conjecture and not a little concern. As Waickman points out, contra dances tend to draw on an older, and therefore more at-risk, population. Mason notes, however, that contra dances themselves are not a for-profit entity: As long as they can pay musicians, and for use of the hall, they’ll be OK.

“I try not to think about it, because it makes me really sad,” says Troll. “There is no greater joy for me than playing with a really tight band for a huge group of dancers who are happy and really in synch. And I just think it’s going to be a really long time before we get back to that.”

“Jarl could be a while,” agrees Waickman, “but I’m sure we’ll at least find a way to see each other before the next contra dance gig.”

For more about Anadama, and to order or listen to “Way Back When,” go to anadamamusic.com.
Katie Conboy takes helm at St. Mary’s College

Boston Irish Staff

Dr. Katie Conboy, late of Milton, has spent the summer settling in at Saint Mary’s College in South Bend, Indiana, where, on June 1, she took office as the institution’s 14th president.

In a letter to the college community welcoming her, Gretchen Flicker, Chair of the Saint Mary’s College Board of Trustees, wrote: “The champion our search committee sought was discovered in Dr. Katie Conboy. An academic thought-leader with a knack for meeting the needs of today’s student. A change agent with a combined 33 years at Holy Cross and all-women’s institutions.”

As priority, Conboy, at right, was provost and senior vice president at Simmons University, positions she had held since 2013. Prior to Simmons, she was at Stonehill College, a Holy Cross Institution in North Easton, Massachusetts, where she served first as a professor of English literature and then as provost.

When asked how she feels about becoming the 14th president of the College, Conboy replied: “I am so excited to become part of a college that shares so many of my values and priorities: educating the whole person, promoting an open-hearted and inclusive community, and advancing women. I believe Saint Mary’s is a place that changes lives — and can therefore change the world, one person at a time. I want to be part of that transformational mission.”

Conboy is married to Dr. Thomas O’Grady, who recently retired after a 35-year career in the faculty at the University of Massachusetts, Boston, where he was a professor of English and Director of the Irish Studies program. They have three grown daughters: Mainad, Caitriona, and Siobhan.
Hannah Harris, “Tea for Tunes” • A native and resident of Michigan who – you may have heard this one before – started out as a classical violinist but became enamored of Irish fiddling enough to make it the focus of her music. She wound up at University College Cork, where she got a master’s degree in ethnomusicology and, as you might expect, got to know the local traditional music community. While she describes her style as a cross between Kevin Burke and Denis Murphy, Harris by no means confines herself to the repertoire or qualities of Sligo and Slabh Luachra, or for that matter, purely traditional tunes – on this album, she incorporates compositions from Liz Carroll, Brendan Callaghan, and David Dooney, as well as from friends and acquaintances, and her own pen. Fiddle isn’t the only talent: Harris also shares the stage with a few guests on Irish- and French-language vocals, and with an organ. As a result, “Tea for Tunes” is a thoroughly enjoyable listening experience: intimate, with sparse instrumentation, but shrewdly arranged to bring some variety to the proceedings. There’s something for any “Froan-American-playing-Irish-music!” self-consciousness; Harris comes across as someone for whom the Irish tradition is a starting point, not a destination.

There are some fine medleys, such as the three reel which opens the album: “The Flooded Road to Glenties” (Jimmy McHugh), “Martin Wynne’s No. 2” and “Joe Tom” (John Faulkner); her bowing on the lower strings on “Martin Wynne’s No. 2” in particular is a thing of beauty. A trio of jigs – “Hughie’s” (Hughie Kennedy), the traditional “Slabh Russell” and “Raspberry Ice Cream” (Derry Akin) – is similarly well executed, with infectious accents and syncopations – caps off a reel medley that includes “Lord Ramsay’s” and Liz Carroll’s “Potato at the Door.” Harris’s Slabh Luachra background comes to the fore on a smattering of polkas, “Clen Cottage” (they could call it “Diamond,”) while her bowing takes on a distinctly American character for yet another Akin creation, “Fresh Out of the Clouds” – replete with infectious acccents and syncopations – (Continued on page 13)

Barrett Includes: (The Grey Buck Goat).”

Dan Houghton, “Borderpipe Personality Disorder” • Houghton is a tall, well-traveled gent residing in the wilds of southwestern Vermont who, along with a sly sense of humor, possesses a multiplicity of talents for Celtic music. For one thing, he plays enough instruments – and all very well, too – to be simultaneously his own pipe band. He’s also a keen musician in the tradition of “in-the-tradition” tunes; his pass chords on the A part of “Joe Tom” inject a nifty bit of tension alongside Harris on the melody. Harris varies the sound by having the aforementioned “borderpipe” and “bouzouki” in her solo, and it’s often quite mesmerizing – which is why this tangle of instruments is a veritable tonic for the times. Most of the 11 tracks are like mini-suites, some lasting anywhere from six to upwards of nine minutes.

For instance, there’s “All Strathpeys All the Time,” aka grand as a showcase for any for that eminently Scottish dance rhythm, climaxied by not one but two iterations of “Money musk,” in different keys; Gloucester native Emerald Rae’s fiddle helps raise the goosebumps. “The Rejected Suitor and his Skinny Legs” set features some classic Scottish tunes, like “Rejected Suitor,” “Jenny’s Picking Cockels” – (Continued on page 19)
The Irish Cultural Centre Outdoor Dining
Saturday, September 26th
Doors open at 5pm

Live Music by Sláinte @6:30pm

Serving dinner & drinks under the tent and on the patio in a safe & open environment.
All COVID-19 guidelines are strictly adhered to.
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC / RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
Call: 781-821-8291 or email: icc@irishculture.org
200 New Boston Drive, Canton MA 02021
www.irishculture.org

IOUZHUA TREE
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH AT 3PM
DINNER & LIVE MUSIC
LIMITED SEATING CAPACITY. ADVANCE TICKET PURCHASE ONLY.
CALL 781-821-8291 OR EMAIL: icc@irishculture.org
RESTAURANT OPEN AT 2PM
Tickets $40 includes dinner
Dinner menu includes: Fish & Chips | Pub Burger
Chicken Caesar Salad | Chicken Florentine | Shepherd’s Pie & more.
ICC | 200 New Boston Drive, Canton MA | www.irishculture.org

OUTDOOR DINING
@Irish Cultural Centre!
Dinner Drinks Live Irish Music every night

Serving dinner & drinks under the tent and on the patio in a safe & open environment.
All COVID-19 guidelines are strictly adhered to.
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC / RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
Call: 781-821-8291 or email: icc@irishculture.org

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT THE ICC
THURSDAY, SEPT 24: Comedy Night— Dinner & A Show : doors open at 5pm
WILL NOONAN, COREY RODRIGUES & CHRISTINE HURLEY
FRIDAY, SEPT 25: Friday Night Group Irish Music Session @6pm
SATURDAY, SEPT 26: Joey Abate & Nathan Guley @6pm | SLÁINTE at 6:30pm
SUNDAY, SEPT 27: JOSHUA TREE @5 pm—doors open at 2pm
FRIDAY, OCT 2: Friday Night Group Irish Music Session @6pm
SATURDAY, OCT 3: Irish Trad @5pm | BOSTON’S ERIN O’G @6:30pm
SUNDAY, OCT 4: Mass at 11am—Irish Breakfast at noon (SIB) w/ Trad music
FRIDAY, OCT 9: Friday Night Group Irish Music Session @6pm
SATURDAY, OCT 10: Irish Trad @5pm | STRAWBERRY HILL @6:30pm

Baking is an art
KIDS BAKING SERIES
Learn basic skills and techniques to create delicious baked goods at home!

SATURDAYS 9/19-10/10 @ 9:30-11:30AM
Who: 8-14 year olds!
Where: The Irish Cultural Center, 200 New Boston Drive, Canton MA
Cost: $200 (4 x 2hr classes)
Sign up at www.bostonbakeology.com or through the Irish Cultural Center!
www.irishculture.org
Discount for ICC Members.
Email hello@bostonbakeology.com for more information
BCs Gaelic Roots Series goes virtual

‘Lunchtime Series’ to debut on Oct. 22

Boston College’s acclaimed Gaelic Roots Series will take on a different format this semester while continuing its mission of presenting accomplished performers and experts in Irish, Scottish, American, and related folk music traditions, according to the university’s Communications office.

Instead of in-person events held in campus venues, Gaelic Roots will offer a virtual “Lunchtime Series” incorporating real-time presentations by noted musicians with pre-recorded performances. These will be livestreamed via the Gaelic Roots Facebook page and YouTube, then made available through the BC Irish Studies Program web page [bc.edu/irish].

Two Lunchtime Series events are scheduled thus far, involving two distinguished musician-scholars who are veterans of the Irish music scene: On Oct. 22, Manus McGuire will speak on and illustrate the various regional styles found in Irish fiddling, such as those of Sligo, Donegal, and Clare; on Nov. 5, Gerry O’Connor will discuss and showcase his research on the traditional dance music found in South Ulster, which he published in the book “The Rose in the Gap: Dance Music from the Oriel Region.” Both events will begin at noon.

Irish Studies faculty member and Gaelic Roots Director Sheila Falls Keohane said the Lunchtime Series format resulted from an extensive exploration of online-event options, after it became clear that in-person concerts and lectures would be impossible to stage because of the pandemic.

“‘I had to learn a lot on the fly,” she said. “I found the sound quality uneven for some of the ‘live’ performances I watched online, where it was difficult to really hear what the instruments were doing. And some platforms had limitations I didn’t think would work very well for us.”

Keohane said she was most impressed by events that were a hybrid of a real-time presentation and pre-recorded segments. “For the latter,” she explained, it was possible to establish a set of standards—for lighting, sound, picture, equipment—for performers to follow in producing the videos so each would have a professional quality.

“But I also wanted to have the feature of someone interacting with an audience, because that gives the event a more intimate, organic feel,” Keohane added. “So the livestream will enable people to pose questions and make comments to which the performer can respond.”

Even without pandemic-related travel limitations, tightened visa restrictions of recent years have made it increasingly difficult for some musicians from Ireland, Scotland, and elsewhere to tour in the United States. The Lunchtime Series thus offers a means for Gaelic Roots to host, albeit virtually, eminent traditional music performers it might not otherwise—and in a format that approximates the small-hall setting for which it’s known, said Keohane.

“It’s a way for us to honor these artists by giving them this special opportunity to share their music in a very personal way,” she said. “At the same time, we’re also continuing to give our Gaelic Roots community the chance to experience, and gain insights from, these outstanding performers.”

McGuire has long championed Irish music and its many historical and social links with the US. He won the prestigious Fiddler of Dooney national fiddle competition at age 14, and has recorded 14 albums, including three solo fiddle CDs. He’s also performed and recorded as part of the band Buttons and Bows; their recording of “Inisheer” was used in the film “The Good Mother.” In addition to performing, McGuire has taught in the US, including at the annual Swannanoa Gathering, one of America’s largest folk and traditional music programs.

O’Connor comes from a family with a strong musical legacy, having been taught by his mother, Rose, a descendant of three generations of fiddle players. He co-founded the well-regarded bands Skylark, Lá Lugh, and Orialla, and has made 14 recordings; he’s also collaborated with other leading Irish music performers including members of The Chieftains, Planxty, The Bothy Band, and other groups. In addition to “The Rose in the Gap,” O’Connor compiled and published “I Have Travelled This Country,” a collection of songs by Cathal McConnell, a much-loved traditional singer from County Fermanagh in Northern Ireland.

For links to Gaelic Roots and the Lunchtime Series, go to events.bc.edu/group/gaelic_roots_series.
Merciful reading in troubling times

Stephen Puleo
Voyage of Mercy
St. Martin’s Press 303 pages

By John DuFF

A disease appears and quickly wreaks havoc on all it reaches. Governments situated to respond to the plight of their citizens do so slowly and ineffectively. News of the plight spreads around the world. While doing so, people lament the catastrophe’s toll, their governments seem ill-equipped to provide assistance. While this may sound like one of the frequent scourges that shows up in headlines, quickly fading from our 2020 attention span, it is the context of a story that unfolded in the mid-nineteenth century and that would have inflicted even more death and devastation but for the efforts of a handful of people who garnered the necessary resources, inspired an outpouring of compassion and generosity, and put the world on notice that a deadly disaster could have a profound impact on a combination of imagination, bravery, and an outpouring of philanthropy born of mercy.

The malady, a furiously spreading fungus that blighted Ireland’s potato crop, swept across the island in the late 1840s, starving approximately a million people and setting in motion a diaspora of a million desperate emigrants. Those who survived carried the tragedy with them as they scattered the remotest corners of the world. Succeeding generations in Ireland have been schooled in the devastation that carries various names – the Great Hunger or the Great Starvation. And the generations succeeding those who emigrated can likely recount stories handed down explaining how their families fled the tragedy. Fewer know the story of the people who fashioned a trans-oceanic mission that saved so many who could not escape.

In “Voyage of Mercy,” Boston-area author Stephen Puleo shines a light on the work of Mathew and Forbes, who fashioned a trans-oceanic mission to save so many who could not escape. Puleo’s impeccable research and deft weaving together into domestic political diplomacy will fascinate. And Puleo’s weaving together generosity, that can ultimately penetrate the shoals of cynicism and bureaucracy, that saves so many who could not escape. It might run even more rampant.

As noted, Houghton doesn’t do this completely on his own. In addition to Rae, MacHarg, and Frank, there are appearances by Tristan Henderson, whose jaw harp makes for an intriguing companion for Houghton’s bass astringent. As noted, Houghton doesn’t do this completely on his own. In addition to Rae, MacHarg, and Frank, there are appearances by Tristan Henderson, whose jaw harp makes for an intriguing companion for Houghton’s bass astringent.
Bannon disinformation campaign and Cambridge job that would hurt the very people who voted for it, might just get amputated.

Introducing domestic legislation that would vacate plans on September 8th to break international law by endangering these negotiations by announcing the UK. This fact did not stop Boris Johnson from the EU by the end of the year will be devastating to worse. Failure to conclude a trade agreement with already significant, but after the grace period, will get companies like Bank of America publicly announced.

Congressional referenda fueled by nativist, anti-immigrant, had voted for “Leave” in the simplistic and poorly conceived referendum that promised, “Get Brexit Done,” was about as inspiring as scheduling a colonoscopy.

In the USA, in the day’s after the 2016 election, many expressed similar regret for voting for Donald Trump or for not voting at all. He was a laughable candidate but with a combination of racism, Russian assistance, and greed from our moneyed classes, he became an accidental president. In 2020 he is not a laughable candidate; he is a laughable but malevolent president, and a president, laughable or not, has tremendous power to shape events.

In Steve Martin’s 1979 classic movie, “The Jerk,” there is a memorable scene when Navin Johnson (Martin) loses all of his new-found wealth when a side effect in his Optigrab invention (crossing people’s eyes) is discovered. Suddenly re-impoverished, his wife Marie, played by Bernadette Peters, laments: “We’ve hit bottom,” to which Martin’s character replies, “No! Maybe you’ve hit bottom, but I haven’t hit bottom yet! I’ve got a way to go. And I am going to bounce back! And you and I are going to buy you a diamond so big it’s gonna make you puke.”

This is mindful of the conversation between Democrats and Republicans this year. Trump’s 90 percent-plus approval rating among Republicans indicates that his supporters “have not hit bottom yet. They have a way to go.”

Both Irish and American

The Irish came in great numbers to the United States in the mid-19th century spreading across the country, making their way in communities dominated by the established cultures of the original British colonies. Unwelcome, the Irish “found shelter in each other,” and in their faith. With growing numbers and influence, William Henry O’Connell, the first Cardinal Archbishop of Boston, built his archdiocese in the image of the triumphant Catholic Church he witnessed in his years of study in Rome, famously saying, “The Puritan is gone, and the Catholic remains.” While true, the cultural foundations laid by the Puritans in Boston are as strong as ever. Immigration did make the pitting of ethnic groups against each other are all methods of maintaining power taken from the British textbook on exploitation honed over hundreds of years.

Irish America: Still an electoral wild card

The political links in the Irish diaspora between Ireland, the UK, and America are evident, particularly in the post-Brexit movement’s focused push for proportional representation over generations, oftentimes with Ireland leading the way. The Irish encouraged their American cousins to ally themselves with abolitionists. The Proclamation of the Irish Republic in 1916 asserted, and ultimately secured, suffrage for both Irishwomen and Irishmen. Marriage equality and women’s reproductive rights were secured in the courts in the USA, while in recent years they were won by popular referendum in Ireland.

“Power leads man to arrogance, poetry reminds him of his limitations. When power narrows the areas of man’s concern, poetry reminds him of the richness and diversity of this existence. When power corrupts, poetry cleanses.”

In 2020 Irish America remains the wild card in American politics and has the power to shape our future. Joe Biden’s simple message proves the Irish economist David McWilliams’s observation that “what’s complicated is rarely important, and what’s important is rarely complicated.” Irish America should look to Ireland’s example and elect Joe Biden, a centrist Democrat and practicing Catholic who quotes Irish poets to vote for hope over fear, light over darkness, and love over hatred.

Tim Kirk is a software professional who left Needham, Massachusetts, last year and settled permanently in Dublin.
To cheers, Florian Hall re-opens dining room with expanded hours

BY DANIEL SHEEHAN REPORTER STAFF

Florian Hall, the iconic multipurpose union hall and event space on Hallet Street, welcomed customers back to its restaurant last week for the first time since March. The building is home to the Boston Firefighter’s Union Local 718 and serves as a gathering space for other unions based in the neighborhood.

Locals know it as a polling station, as a site of countless fundraiser “times,” and as a reliable lunch spot for favorites like baked scrod and chicken parm. But with large gatherings on hold for the foreseeable future, a part of the hall’s identity has been stripped away.

“It’s been a big impact because our main source of revenue is those big events,” said Mary Ellen Strum, Florian’s banquet/function manager. “Christenings, birthday parties, funerals, office Christmas parties, political fundraisers, annual banquets — any function you can think of, we host it here.”

For now, Florian is pivoting to food service full time, expanding its normal daytime hours to an 11:30-8 p.m. window. Restaurant regulars rejoiced when, after months of checking in by phone and email, and knocking on the doors hopefully, they received word that Florian would be serving food once again.

“We have a very loyal customer base,” said Steve MacDonald, Local 718 executive assistant. “We get a lot of regulars coming from the Keystone Apartments just across the street, as well as active and retired firefighters. The [firefighters] credit union is right across the street, too, so a lot of fire, police, and EMS workers do their banking over there and then come here for lunch.”

A few safety-driven changes have somewhat altered the dining experience: there’s no bar service, tables have been spaced out, patrons must wear masks until seated, and customers’ names are taken down upon entry for contact tracing measures. Some larger round tables, which can seat up to 10, have also been removed, prompting some regular groups of retirees to split up into two parties.

But so far, said Strum, business has been “very steady. News got around pretty quickly by word of mouth, and a lot of people have been coming in saying, ‘We’re so glad you’re back!’ Plus we have KENO, which is a big draw.” Last Friday around lunchtime, both the two or three tables in the dining hall were empty.

Joanne Scialdone, who said she’s been coming to Florian for “many years,” didn’t mince words about finally getting to dine again with her friends at her favorite restaurant: “It’s the best thing that’s ever happened!”

Tim O’Brien, of Dublin, working on a graduate visa, tells of his time in US in pandemic mode, and thanks Rian staff

My name’s Tim O’Brien. I’m 23 years old and I’m from Dublin. I studied Commerce at University College Dublin, and I graduated in 2019. I had applied for a number of graduate positions based in Dublin during my final year, but I always knew that I wanted to take part in the J1 graduate visa programme because I’ve always wanted to work and live in the United States.

I knew a good few people who had gone on the Graduate Visa the year before me, so I reached out to them for tips for moving over to the US. The most important question for me was which company they’d used to process their visa. I obtained several J1 programmes in the past with another company and I didn’t have the greatest of experiences with them. So I asked numerous people if they had knew of other sponsors and they all recommended Rian Immigrant Center, both for cost effectiveness and also the amount of effort they put into their interns.

I moved over to New York at the start of February and was anxious to find work as soon as possible because New York is expensive to live in, so my savings quickly started to dwindle as soon as I got over. I had no problem getting interviews for internships because at the time the economy was good and there was a huge amount of work out there. I was looking to secure a role in Business Development specifically in the Tech industry.

I managed to get a lot of interviews via LinkedIn in my first few weeks over here with some fairly large companies, however the main stumbling block in my efforts was the visa. Most companies were looking for individuals with visas that could be renewed, or that could potentially be extended, which my visa could not. The process was frustrating enough as it was, even before Covid hit, and then it seemed like all the jobs just disappeared. When New York City locked down, many people went back home but my roommate (also on the visa with Rian) and I were adamant to wait it out. As the pandemic hit and everywhere began to shut down, Rian was very helpful, in particular Paul Pelan. He would organize weekly Zoom calls for all the unemployed J-1 students and also check in individually with us, too, which was a great resource.

I was lucky enough to find a job with a tech company in Manhattan in April, having been unemployed for two months, but the start date kept getting pushed back because of the lockdown. Eventually this position fell through and I was back to square one again in May, but fortunately I had been given a contract in a food business by Rian which I reached out to in May. They offered me a working from home sales position which started off as a trial period. Since then I’ve been taken on full-time by Legally Addictive Foods and have been working in sales and also in other areas of the business as it is a really small food start-up.

This was not the role or industry I had imagined I would be working in here in the US, but I’ve really enjoyed working in the food business and also for a smaller company as you get experience in all areas of the business.

My internship experience has been bizarre to say the least. It was also a strange experience to start a new job from my apartment, with no one around. Thankfully it was very straightforward to get into the swing of things and I was able to zoom my boss whenever I needed to. Things in New York have started to become more normal over the past couple of months as the lockdown lifted, and now I have the choice to work from home or in the office. Also the fact that I’m now working 40 hours a week, it has given me more opportunities to travel and experience the North East.

My overall experience has been a positive one and I’ve learned a lot in the 7 months that I’ve been here. My internship so far has highlighted my interest in the food business, and also has given me the idea that I’d like to run my own small business back home, which is something I might not have realized had I not chosen to take part in the graduate visa with Rian Immigrant Center.

Thanks to everyone at Rian Immigrant Center for all their help.
CHC Home Care, Inc.
is Boston, Massachusetts' premiere private Home Care Agency.
Our professional services are highly personalized
and staffed by carefully selected and screened personnel.
We employ a wide range of medical staff including RN's, LPN's, CNA's and Therapists.
All personnel are licensed/certified as well as insured and bonded.
In addition to Boston, we provide services to surrounding cities and towns.
Our priority is assisting individuals remain in their home in a safe and comfortable manner.
Please call
617-307-7751
today
for a complementary initial consultation.
Now Hiring Experienced RN's, LPN's and CNA's.
Please email resume to:
martina@CurtinHomeCare.com
www.CurtinHomeCare.com

UNDER THE IMPRESSION
by Kyle Darcy
Under the Impression is the second novel from bestselling author, Kyle Darcy. The story begins in the waning days of World War II as a group of Nazi elite escapes to South America. The gripping and fast paced narrative weaves through decades and continents into the worlds of drug cartels, terror organizations and intelligence communities. Once again, as in Under Curren Conditions, Boston plays a pivotal role. ISBN: 9781734626704 / LCCN: 2020907802 Kyle Darcy was born in Belfast, Northern Ireland. In 1989, the sectarian conflict was the main reason for him leaving to begin a new life in Boston.

ABCD CELEBRATES BOSTON’S IRISH COMMUNITY
For more than 50 years, we’ve been neighbors, partners, and friends. Lifting each other up. Building a better future.

Today is no different.
During the COVID-19 crisis and moving forward, we’re here for our most vulnerable neighbors. And we’re grateful for our enduring connection to the greater Boston Irish-American community.

Discover our programs, make a donation, or become a volunteer! Visit bostonabcd.org.
Big or small, the Census is for us all.

Count all kids and babies!

Children should be included on your 2020 Census form—and not just children related to you, but any kids living at your address most of the time. When babies and children are included, the programs that support them get the funding they need.

Count your children, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, foster kids, and the children of any friends or relatives staying with you, even if it’s only temporary. Babies count, too! Even if they’re still in the hospital, as long as they were born by April 1, 2020, make sure the person completing the Census for your address includes them on the form.

For more information about the 2020 Census, visit 2020Census.gov or call 844-330-2020. #2020Census #CountAllKids
IT’S TIME TO FOLLOW YOUR HEART

And it’s telling you to come home. Home to family, friends, stories. Home to festivals, traditional music, and the Irish pub. Home to majestic landscapes and fabulous feasts.

You know the places. The castles illuminated by fiery sunsets. The tranquil beauty where High Kings once reigned supreme. The cities fusing modern life with legacies that remember the Vikings. The landmarks that pepper the shores, charting tragedy, triumphs and treasures. This is the place where smiles are broad and the 100,000 welcomes are legendary.

They say you should always listen to your heart. Now’s the time...

Find your way home at Ireland.com